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Data, Not Digitalization,
Transforms the Post-
Pandemic Supply Chain
Michael Schrage

Digital-first enterprise success demands clarity-first supply chain design.

That COVID-19 dramatically accelerated digital
transformations worldwide has become C-level consensus
and a truism. As Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella publicly
observed, “We’ve seen two years’ worth of digital
transformation in two months. From remote teamwork and
learning to sales and customer service, to critical cloud
infrastructure and security.”

Even discounting for hyperbole, pundits and practitioners
have been echoing Nadella’s sentiment. Organizations
understandably seek to wring digital virtue from pandemic
necessity. While many business operations can swiftly
transform, other key processes defiantly resist digital
acceleration. Supply chains are a case in point: Spreadsheet-
and ERP-dependent supply chain operations had to radically
revisit and revise expectations. Yesterday’s digital
transformation road maps proved largely useless.

OrOrgaganizanizattioionns uns underderssttaannddaabblly sy seeeek tk to wo wrrining digg digiittaall
vvirirttue fue frroom pm paanndemic ndemic neecescessisittyy..

Why? As heavyweight boxing champion Mike Tyson is said
to have declared, “Everybody has a plan until they get
punched in the mouth.” COVID-19’s impact revealed that
supply chain business continuity plans had both the wrong
data and the data wrong. Top management literally couldn’t
see what was happening — or needed to happen — to ensure
safe and reliable deliveries under duress. This came as a
shock. Data, not digitalization, was their immediate
problem. Legacy leadership teams need to understand that
decisions around data — not digitalization — drive
successful supply chain transformation.

Most significantly, targeted transformation investment
overwhelmingly emphasizes greater visibility and
transparency rather than supply chain optimization. Policies
and practices promoting granular, real-time data access at
every relevant link in the supply chain assumed primacy
and urgency. As organizations confront their global futures
in post-pandemic, machine learning, “What about China?”
contexts, those decisions take on new urgency, as well as
importance. I’ve interviewed — and worked with — more
than a dozen supply chain managers and executives since
pandemic shutdowns began. Virtually all of them have
fundamentally reset their supply chains’ strategic priorities.
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“Just in case” now matters more than “just in time.” Assuring
worker safety now supersedes improving inventory turns.

“Honestly,” said one supply chain executive from a Latin
American food and industrial equipment conglomerate, “we
didn’t know how little we knew about our key suppliers
until COVID-19 occurred. We had to get all kinds of [new]
information from them and — to make [our] factories work
— we had to give them information we never had before.”

The takeaway: Digital-first enterprise success demands
clarity-first supply chain design. Digitally transforming
supply chains requires digitally transforming transparency
and visibility. Transformational transparency is what
leadership needs to measure; visibility is what leadership
needs to assess. Unless they first determine data access,
quality, and lineage, digitalization can’t deliver agility or
reliability.

This is the most important organizational (re)learning from
the COVID-19 crisis. (And this learning is gaining
mindshare in more recent supply chain discussions.)
Digitalizing supply chain process improvements without
deliberately defining, collecting, and labeling essential data
computationally codifies blind spots. Workarounds won’t
work without the ability to swiftly see, find, or acquire
relevant data. Where is that data coming from? Who owns
it? How — and why — is it being made accessible? Supply
chains fail when those questions are primarily answered by
IT, legal, or a chief digital officer.

The data-driven ability to see — or computationally infer —
tacit or explicit supply chain interdependencies may seem
obvious. Pre-pandemic systems design, however, indicates
that the obvious was misunderstood. Many “go to cloud”
supply chain initiatives privileged process models over data
models. Too many managers believed that moving legacy
processes, data, and analytics to the cloud would
automatically enhance transparency and visibility. They got
punched in the mouth.

“Besides safety, the most important investments we’ve been
making in our global supply chain focus on improving
transparency and visibility worldwide at every step and
stage,” said Todd Stohlmeyer, global strategic sourcing and
procurement vice president at agricultural giant Cargill. For

example, the company quickly deployed digital signatures
to handle farm-to-delivery paperwork at every key supply
chain checkpoint. Almost all of Cargill’s post-COVID-19
supply chain and sourcing documentation is now remotely
enabled, recorded, and made appropriately transparent
throughout the enterprise. Instantly tracking authorizations
can be as important for delivery as instantly tracking
product.

While using digital signatures may look and sound like a
digitalization initiative, focus on the underlying problem
and use case: The process failure’s root cause wasn’t manual
paperwork — it was the absence of visibility. Stakeholders
literally couldn’t see the authorizations in a timely manner.
Transformation didn’t drive transparency; the need for
transparency drove transformation.

Transparency describes a supply chain’s capability and
commitment to data sharing; visibility defines what the
enterprise explicitly and demonstrably knows.

Improving Supply Chain
Transparency: Insights and
Challenges
Championing transparency guarantees more challenging —
and more strategic — debate about what post-pandemic
optimization means for suppliers and customers. Those
optimization discussions and disagreements, in turn, lead
to more rigorous definitions of transparency. Meaningful
optimization — the ability to weigh measurable trade-offs —
requires clearly delineated parameters. Greater clarity invites
greater insight into options and opportunities. Greater
insight ensures better and more timely decision-making. For
example, increased visibility makes clearer whether better
managing complexity or supply chain simplification is the
better investment.

Cargill’s transparency and visibility imperatives shape its
supply chain digitalization strategy. They make everything
— whether worker safety, supplier capability, or real-time
customer delivery — measurably clearer, more accessible,
and more accountable. That openness, said Stohlmeyer,
creates optionality and opportunity.
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This epiphany helps explain why accelerating supply chain
transformation proved less tractable and more troublesome
than most legacy companies — including Cargill —
expected. Much of the challenge, noted MIT’s Alexis
Bateman in a pre-COVID-19 interview, is that, “as we all
know, supply chains are not designed to be transparent. As
you move upstream with suppliers, they don’t want to
disclose information they think of as a competitive secret.”
Post-pandemic supply chains literally renegotiate the terms
of transparency and visibility throughout their value chains.

What’s more, transparency initiatives typically favor
adherence over agility, especially when rooted in
sustainability, compliance, and corporate social
responsibility (CSR) aspirations. Intriguingly, none of the
managers I spoke with cited compliance-based data as
integral to adaptiveness, responsiveness, or recovery.
Compliance and CSR-oriented transparency typically
doesn’t enable the anticipation or flexibility that today’s
supply chains — and their customers — need. Contextually
accurate data is not inherently actionable.

To be sure, public disclosures promise benefits as well as
costs. As a recent research paper from MIT Sloan professor
Y. Karen Zheng, Sloan visiting assistant professor Tim Kraft,
and University of Pittsburgh assistant professor Leon Valdes
concluded, “Increasing supply chain visibility always
strengthens consumer trust. Furthermore, opportunities
exist for a trust-driven revenue benefit due to greater
visibility.”

Optimizing transparency to ensure effective compliance and
disclosure, however, is a purposefully and profoundly
different task than optimizing transparency to facilitate
flexibility and response. To be sure, these competing
transparencies are not inherently at odds, but — as
COVID-19 made clear — they’ve proved neither
complementary nor congruent.

Perhaps the most disconcerting supply chain revelation
around pre-COVID transparency/visibility investment has
been its inward focus. Organizations might scrupulously
monitor regulatory compliance and track disrupted stock-
keeping units (SKUs), stores, categories, distribution centers,
or logistics on their networks. But observing how other
actors — suppliers and partners — improvised or failed to

cope with crisis frequently proved impossible. Actionable
data and analytics for evaluating downstream impact simply
weren’t there.

“If you think of data analytics, all the models, tools that have
been put together for forecasting sales or forecasting any
of the things just stopped working once COVID hit. They
didn’t make sense,” Anil Kaul, CEO of AI business platform
Absolutdata declared in a recent article. “There was nothing
historically in the data that would be able to inform you what
is going to be happening.”

For Stanley Black & Decker, the world’s largest toolmaker,
Kaul’s sentiment translated into tighter cooperation between
the company’s data scientists and supply chain managers.
With over 100,000 SKUs coordinated by complex
procurement and production processes, better demand
management forecasts could measurably improve
prioritization, said Aleksandar Lazarevic, advanced analytics
and data engineering vice president at Stanley Black &
Decker in a recent email exchange. Supply chain teams could
better rethink and re-rank to-do lists with more visible
customer and channel signals.

This analytic challenge went beyond quantitative technique
and customer data sets, Lazarevic noted during a DataRobot
AI webinar. Meeting the transparency/visibility challenge
required translating the demand forecasts into formats that
described what was needed to take meaningful actions
immediately. The forecasts were worthless unless their users
had visibility into the actionable next steps that they should
take. In other words, the deliverable needed to be more of a
map than a checklist.

This insight had an enormous impact on the data
engineering and analytic function: Answers,
recommendations, and solutions that did not allow — or
empower — users to see the essential data they needed to
access that day were not helpful. Strategic approaches
required operational visibility to get organizational buy-in.

This visibly actionable imperative was consistent across
several COVID-19 supply chain planning sessions I
participated in:

• A consumer packaged goods company sought to identify
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its least profitable SKUs and determine what portion of its

materials could be easily repurposed for more profitable/

higher-volume lines. This company quickly discovered

data gaps between how procurement described and

labeled materials and how production actually processed

them.

• A regional grocer positioned as a champion of locally

sourced/organic produce feared for the future solvency

of several suppliers. The company struggled to figure out

what kind of support it could provide to simultaneously

ensure predictable supply levels while preserving supplier

safety and viability.

• A foods company (not Cargill) sought to quickly model

how the processing-plant order/delivery tempo should

shift if staffing levels dropped to 75% and extra time was

allotted during each shift for cleaning. Preliminary

findings indicated that overall productivity would fall so

precipitously that the production mix would need to be

recalculated. The knock-on supply chain impact would be

even more complex. (The plant was later shut down for

over a week.)

• An industrial logistics company debated the cost and

convenience of switching to cellphone-based QR codes to

coordinate pickups and delivery. A nascent regional pilot

delivered valuable insights within two weeks from both

delivery personnel and several clients.

Although generalizations are dangerous, four transcendent
issues dominated discussions:

• Supply chain teams immediately needed data outside their

remit to appropriately define, not just solve, their apparent

problems. Without exception, they needed visibility into

data and/or analytics owned and operated by other

functions that they had not accessed before. Existing data

governance processes and protocols had not anticipated

these circumstances. Legacy supply chain leadership

teams undervalue data governance.

• Existing technical and analytic competencies of the supply

chain function were not up to converting existing or

accessible data into actionable insight in the face of a

pandemic disruption. (My favorite anecdote is that the

most valuable data from one supplier’s sustainability

disclosure was the name of an external counsel; he proved

surprisingly helpful in renegotiating supplier contract

terms.) Partnering with legal, compliance, finance, data

engineering, and sales is unavoidable.

• The supply chain data gaps and discrepancies described as

most difficult or challenging required direct outreach to

suppliers, external partners, and even customers. Supply

chain teams realized that procurement and sourcing

agreements did not facilitate reasonable data access or

exchange in a timely manner. Negotiated delivery terms

consistently prized price over openness. You get what you

pay for.

• Existing supply chain transparency and visibility policies

and practices were explicitly aligned to internal key

performance indicators and metrics. That is, supply chain

managers invested in transparency and visibility as a

function of how well it allowed them to measurably

improve supply chain efficiencies. Organizations

incorporating external customer metrics for supply chain

assessment — such as on-time delivery, customer

satisfaction, and Net Promoter Score — enjoy greater

trackability/traceability capabilities.

In almost every case, meeting supply chain challenges relied
less on digital maturity or orchestrating incompatible
systems than on finding — or creating — relevant data fast.
Even organizations with data catalogs and/or master data
management quickly determined that their existing data
would not effectively support key use cases. Essentially, and
unsurprisingly, supply chain management discovered that
poorly defined data adds little value to well-defined use
cases.

Recommendations
Key lessons can be learned by observing how seriously
supply chain leaders struggling to turn COVID-19
disruption into digital transformation addressed the
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following five questions. Each question reflects and respects
the importance of accessible and actionable data as the
organizing principle for supply chain transformation. Data
first, not digital first, is the key that unlocks anticipatory,
agile, and resilient supply chains.

1. D1. Do do daatta ga goovverernnaannce pce poolicies alicies annd pd prroocescessses mes maakke ve viisisibbiililittyy
simsimpplerler, e, eaasiersier, a, annd md moorre accese accessisibble tle thrhroougughhoouut tt thhee
enenttererpprriisse?e? Ironically, many data governance programs
digitally replicate the very supply chain inefficiencies they
seek to eliminate. Data is warehoused until needed and
labeled in ways that prioritize legacy categories over actual
“use cases” Self-service is difficult; the data is often
decoupled from the contexts from which it’s drawn — for
example, the order is in the queue, but the warehouse from
where it will actually ship is not visible.

In other words, the use cases support the job to be done
rather than the data essential to doing it. Former Google
engineer Steve Yegge’s infamous 2011 rant detailing how his
company must architect data to be easily accessed through
externalized interfaces offers a template for data governance
design. People pay attention when the CEO/founder
mandates data accessibility — or else.

2. (H2. (Hoow) aw) arre ye yoou mu meeaassururining vg viisisibbiililitty?y? Declaring visibility
as an aspiration or complying with disclosure requirements
is not enough. Supply chain managers need to be able to
instantly assess whether they can see the data they need
in order to make informed decisions or perform further
analysis. Does the organization actually have the data? If so,
how accessible is it? Is it in an appropriate format? What
additional cleaning — or processing — is necessary?

If supply chain managers can’t instantly see the data they
need, where can that missing data be found? Who is
authorized to get it? Does that authorization map to
accountability? Is this a one-off instance, or should this data
type become part of standard use cases and/or processes?

At least one of the observed supply chain operations
assigned data wranglers/stewards to create metadata for
specific data sets, ingredients, and suppliers. Leadership
recognized that better context promoted greater visibility.
This organization pushed visibility to accelerate
categorization and resolve supply chain problems faster.

3. A3. Arre ye yoou au as ts trarannssppaarrenent at as ys yoour bur besest ct cuussttoommerers was wannt yt yoouu
tto bo be?e? Customers now expect to be able to track an Amazon
shipment or an Uber Eats delivery. People can literally see
where their orders are and when they expect to be delivered.
In Australia, Domino’s Pizza sends customers actual photos
of the bespoke pizzas that are on the way.

Transparency both sets and manages customer expectations.
While the underlying logistics processes may be digital,
customers can exercise their power to see what’s going on.
Customer-centric organizations must ask themselves how
transparent — that is, how visible — they want to be for their
customers. Mercedes, for example, allows customers to see
their cars being built. Should grocery shoppers be able to see
where their food is processed? Should fashion shoppers see
the ateliers where their clothes are designed and the factories
where they’re made?

Enabling visibility and transparency from the customer
perspective creates greater demand for internal visibility and
transparency to both anticipate and resolve customer
concerns. For one industrial equipment supplier, for
example, sending a digital product photo from the factory
floor built trust with a potentially important customer.

4. (H4. (Hoow) aw) arre ye yoou cu chhaammppioioninning vg viisisibbiililitty cy cuulltturure ine inside aside anndd
oouutside ttside thhe oe orrgaganizanizattioion?n? Visibility can be a capability
without being a value. Without exception, supply chain
managers I spoke with asserted that they wanted to
encourage and embrace greater visibility as a value. The
costs of opacity and inaccessibility had been too high. Their
biggest challenges didn’t involve internal silo-ization or data
governance issues; the issues were outside the organization.

As observed above, supply chain managers acknowledged
that relationships with key suppliers needed to become more
transparent. Contracts would have to be renegotiated;
specific levels of transparency/visibility would need to
become part of service-level agreements. Procurement
requests for proposals would have to better balance price,
quality, and visibility. Most important, visibility that
measurably improved internal efficiencies and customer
outcomes would be recognized and rewarded.

These conversations — internal and external alike — have
just begun. Will greater trust lead to greater transparency?
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Or will greater transparency lead to greater trust? Or will
lean trust and lean transparency suffice in a post-pandemic
era?

5. H5. Hoow ww wiilll ol our vur viisisibbiililitty/ty/trarannssppaarrenenccy coy commimmittmmenentt
facifacililittaatte AI/me AI/macachinhine lee leaarrninning/ag/auuttoommaattioion adon adoppttioion?n? In the
first and final analysis, better visibility and better
transparency ensure better data. Similarly, better data
ensures more effective and reliable training sets for machine
learning and AI systems. Better visibility and transparency
allow organizations to better manage the inherent risks of
automating supply chain processes in warehouses and
distribution centers worldwide. This makes digital twins for
supply chains as meaningful and manageable as digital twins
for production. Without exception, supply chain managers
I spoke with recognized that investments they made in
visibility and transparency would directly impact the efficacy
of automation and AI investments. The COVID-19 crisis
both intensifies and elevates the conversations supply chain
leaders and the C-suite need to have about the future of
digital process automation and optimization in an era of
smart machines.

Trying to predict the supply chain future when relationships
with China are in flux, global regulations around
sustainability are in transition, and regional economies
struggle to overcome the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic is likely a fool’s errand. The smarter bet recognizes
that the odds favor supply chains becoming supply networks
that, increasingly, will learn to optimize not just internal
coordination but customer outcomes. The leadership
principles making successful transformation possible will be
transparent and visible to anyone who looks for them.

About The Author

Michael Schrage is a research fellow at the MIT Sloan School
of Management’s Initiative on the Digital Economy, where
he does research and advisory work on how digital media
transforms agency, human capital, and innovation.
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Maximizing the Benefits of
B2B Supplier Diversification
Simha Mummalaneni and Jonathan Z. Zhang

Supplier diversity initiatives are a savvy business move as well as an
investment in social responsibility.

As America’s population becomes more diverse and social
movements highlighting the need for inclusion have taken
center stage, governments, nonprofits, and large companies
from a wide variety of industries (for example, Nike,
Nordstrom, Pfizer, IBM, Microsoft, Dell, Coca-Cola, Fox
News) have responded to these demographic changes with
initiatives to promote supplier diversity and inclusion. These
B2B programs are intended to make it easier for small
businesses or those owned and operated by people from
socially or economically disadvantaged groups, such as
minorities, women, the LGBTQ community, and veterans, to
win contracts and sell their goods and services. For instance,
Google’s supplier diversity program has helped small and
minority-owned businesses win contracts for a wide variety
of commodity products and for services like transportation
and catering.

Such businesses are vital to the economy and society of the

United States. Small businesses alone account for nearly half
of the country’s GDP and have created over 60% of the
country’s new jobs in recent years. Women own 40% of all
businesses in the U.S., and ethnic minorities own nearly
30%. Taken together, these numbers make small and diverse
businesses a key facet of the U.S. economy — and the
numbers will continue to rise.

Many companies describe the implementation of these
supplier diversity initiatives as a moral decision and treat
them as an investment in corporate social responsibility,
demonstrating that their company stands for a set of core
values. But despite these initiatives’ economic and social
significance, their success has been mixed, due in part to
doubts about their effectiveness.

Assumptions of Financial
Inefficiency Results in
Lackluster Support
Despite the fact that many large businesses proudly describe
their supplier diversity initiatives on their websites, very few
of them actually report the key results or disclose how many
of their contracts are won by diverse suppliers. This lack of
disclosure easily leads to cynicism; big companies may pay
lip service or implement half measures, but it’s unclear how
much they embrace and practice supplier diversity.

Some buyers fear that such initiatives do not make financial
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sense — that choosing to buy from any but the cheapest
business increases their purchasing costs. Some politicians
and analysts have criticized supplier diversity initiatives as
financially inefficient and relevant monitoring systems as
weak or lacking. Compounding the problem, even
supportive politicians’ track records often fall short of their
vision. In his 2020 presidential campaign, Pete Buttigieg
included an ambitious supplier diversity initiative as a key
part of “how we’re going to tackle systemic racism in this
country,” stating that women-owned and minority-owned
businesses would receive 25% of all federal contracting
dollars. But such businesses received only 3% of South Bend,
Indiana’s contracting dollars during his time as mayor.

Financial Benefits for Buyers
The assumption that supplier diversity initiatives are
financially inefficient is common — but flawed. Supplier
diversity initiatives not only are beneficial for the diverse
businesses that get to sell their goods, they are also
economically attractive to the buyers that implement them.
A stream of academic research has demonstrated that
supplier diversity initiatives can quite substantially reduce
the buyer’s purchasing costs in a wide variety of industry
settings. Such initiatives were shown to save $45 million
in the radio spectrum industry, reduce expenditures in the
logging industry by 10%, trim Montreal’s snow removal
costs by 6%, and most recently, cut Virginia’s government
procurement expenditures by 12%.

The key element among these research findings is the level of
competition among businesses. In many product categories,
there are a handful of large, highly efficient suppliers and
a substantial number of smaller, slightly less-efficient
suppliers. Without buyers’ supplier diversity initiatives, the
large businesses essentially compete only against each other,
leaving the remaining suppliers no realistic chance of
competing on price. But when buyers have a supplier
diversity initiative, the large businesses can no longer count
on winning contracts just by being a dollar cheaper than
the competition. As a result, supplier diversity initiatives
intensify the level of marketplace competition, forcing large
businesses to cut their prices further, which can lead to
cheaper, more efficient purchases for the buyer.

The results are counterintuitive yet powerful: Supplier
diversity can be valuable for buyers solely for reasons of
short-term cost minimization. Buying from multiple
suppliers decreases any single supplier’s monopoly power.
Because buyers’ needs may change in the future, suppliers
must remain nimble and innovative to stay viable and win
future contracts. Thus, even companies that don’t truly value
the socially responsible aspects of supplier diversity can
attain substantial and immediate cost benefits from a
supplier diversity program.

Of course, supplier diversity initiatives can also catalyze
meaningful qualitative perks and strengthen relationships
with customers. Being able to work with multiple suppliers
ensures that buyers can best address the needs of diverse
and emerging customer segments. Such initiatives allow
companies to better connect with their increasingly diverse
customer base, which may have significant implications for
future growth, given that minority population growth will
account for as much as 70% of the total increase in
purchasing power from 2020 to 2045.

For society at large, supplier diversity and inclusion expand
economic opportunity for the traditionally disadvantaged,
reduce inequality, and are conducive to social stability and
the promotion of civil society. Indeed, combating social
inequality and promoting diversity are included in the
United Nations’ 2030 Sustainable Development Goals.

Overcoming Barriers to
Supplier Diversity Initiatives
Many barriers to adoption of supplier diversity initiatives are
due to false assumptions and information gaps. The false
assumptions are usually on the buyer’s side: Buyers often rely
on past habits and relationships, assuming they’ll face higher
costs with new vendors. Some eligible businesses choose
not to participate in diversity initiatives, assuming it’s not
worth their time; other eligible companies remain unaware
of supplier diversity opportunities.

Information gaps, on the other hand, work both ways. In
CVM’s “2019 State of Supplier Diversity Report — Diverse
Suppliers”, surveyed suppliers shared that their biggest
challenges were “difficulty in being discovered by bigger
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companies”; “purchasing, procurement, and other decision 
makers not attuned to how their supplier diversity programs 
work”; and a “fixation o n t he b ottom l ine.” I f t he buying 
process is opaque or if the odds appear long, suppliers can 
easily get discouraged from bidding. Exemplifying a 
common sentiment among suppliers, one response read, “In 
the end, the companies only care about price. Diversity is a 
nonissue when price is involved.”

Given the power asymmetry of buyers and the historical 
disillusionment from minority suppliers, buyers must make 
deliberate choices in order for the supplier diversity 
initiatives to bear fruit and move the economic needle for 
both parties. For government buyers at the local, state, or 
federal level, this simply means committing to a clear 
diversity initiative and publicizing this information on the 
procurement website, on the bidding portal, and at 
government trade shows. Private-sector buyers have to make 
a more concerted effort to reach their target audience of 
suppliers, but partnering with corporate membership 
organizations can simplify this task considerably. 
O rganizations like the National Minority Supplier 
Development Council and the Women’s Business Enterprise 
National Council can facilitate connections through their 
large networks of minority- and women-owned businesses.

Buyers also need to strategically promote their supplier 
diversity initiatives by, for example, highlighting supplier 
outreach programs and promotions at trade conferences 
frequented by minority suppliers. Furthermore, buyers must 
make the effort to deliberately encourage diverse business 
owners to participate, simplify the often-daunting 
purchasing process, and provide suppliers with guidance on 
how to be successful.

Small and diverse businesses are foundational to society’s 
economic stability, but they are also particularly sensitive to 
economic shocks given their size and often fragile financial 
standings, as evidenced by the current COVID-19 
disruptions. Proactively including small and diverse 
businesses in government and large company procurement 
processes is a win for buyers, for diverse business owners 
and their employees, and for economic and social progress. 
These shared successes, across diverse members of society, 
can significantly contribute to prosperity and inclusion for 
all.

About The Authors

Simha Mummalaneni is assistant professor of marketing at 
the University of Washington’s Foster School of Business. 
Jonathan Z. Zhang is assistant professor of marketing 
at Colorado State University’s College of Business.
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Three Scenarios to Guide
Your Global Supply Chain
Recovery
David Simchi-Levi

Even as the business climate remains deeply unpredictable, supply chain
leaders should act now to plot their comebacks.

On Friday, Feb. 28, 2020, technology executive Pierre Haren
and I published a short article in which we predicted “that
the peak of the impact of COVID-19 on global supply chains
will occur in mid-March, forcing thousands of companies
to throttle down or temporarily shut assembly and
manufacturing plants in the U.S. and Europe.” This
prediction was accurate; see, for example, the closing of
automotive factories in Europe and the U.S. or luxury brands
shutting down their manufacturing activities in Europe.

We are now six weeks after the publication of our article,
and a few things are abundantly clear. As manufacturing
activities in the European Union (EU) and North America
are going offline, China is slowly recovering, yet at
diminished capacity. At the same time, the pandemic

strongly affects demand, not only worldwide supply. In the
automotive industry, for instance, experts predict that the
epidemic could mean “millions of fewer vehicles sold this
year than earlier projections.” In the short term, the same
report estimated a 17% to 18% decline in vehicle sales in
March in various U.S. cities.

Most companies are trying to find their way through these
tough supply and demand challenges. In parallel, they need
to prepare for the recovery that will surely arrive in the not-
too-distant future. Unfortunately, supply chain systems and
processes employed by companies are designed for normal
operations, not for a once-in-a-lifetime disruption and
recovery. So the question is: How can a company fashion a
recovery plan given the huge uncertainties that now exist on
both the demand and supply sides?

Given the level of uncertainty, many scenarios are possible,
yet it is instructive to focus on three key ones in order to
develop some practical insights into the range of outcomes.
These scenarios represent three different realizations of the
recovery length and magnitude: the pessimistic, worst-case
scenario; the more optimistic, best-case scenario; and the
most likely scenario.

For the worst-case scenario, assume that no vaccine or cure
is available for a long time, there’s a prolonged need to
maintain social distancing measures, and a significant
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impact on demand and on the productivity of the
manufacturing and transportation sectors occurs. In such
a scenario, we are likely to see a growing number of
bankruptcies of essential air and freight transportation
companies as well as many small and midsize suppliers and
manufacturers. All of these developments will make the
return to normal a very painful process for consumers,
investors, and manufacturers.

As for the best-case scenario, North America and the EU are
able to control and reduce the pandemic through testing and
social distancing, and life is back to normal by the end of
the second quarter. In this case, expect significant pressure
on logistics capacity, from transportation to warehousing.
As companies from different industries will be scrambling
to ramp up activities, a most probable bottleneck will be
logistics capacity, which will be at a premium during that
time. Today, logistics capacity shortages can be somewhat
reduced as airline carriers use empty passenger jets to carry
freight, but when recovery is in full swing, this will become
a huge challenge.

Finally, in the most likely scenario, the pandemic peaks in
various regions will differ in time and magnitude, and there
could be second outbreaks. This would suggest that the
effects of the pandemic on the economy will stretch out
beyond the second quarter. Aside from the impact on
demand, it also implies that a supplier’s factory may be
running one time period (for a few weeks) and then closed
the next period. Because of the variability in timing,
companies should be able to better utilize resources by
moving capacity allocations from highly affected regions to
minimally affected ones. In such a scenario, we are likely to:

• Reconfigure supply chains, since some critical but

vulnerable suppliers will go out of business.

• Reposition inventory in anticipation of certain regions or

facilities being under quarantine.

Given that a shock of exceptional magnitude is already
happening to the worldwide supply chains, both on the
supply and on the demand side, it is crucial for companies to
prepare for each recovery scenario.

For this purpose, apply some of the concepts and steps
discussed in “Managing Unpredictable Supply-Chain
Disruptions,” a 2014 Harvard Business Review article that
gives companies ideas for riding out a storm such as the
current one. Specifically, it is focused on the following
objectives:

• Identify exposure to risk associated with parts and

suppliers.

• Prioritize and allocate resources effectively.

• Invest in mitigation strategies such as booking logistics

capacity.

To achieve these objectives, the paper introduces and applies
the following concepts. A central feature is time to recover
(TTR), the time it would take for a particular node — a
supplier facility, a distribution center, or a transportation
hub — to be restored to full functionality after a disruption.
For instance, in a recent survey of 3,589 Chinese suppliers in
the automotive industry, 53% reported that they will be back
to normal capacity at the beginning of April. Similarly, if the
quarantine time frame dictates that a supplier will be down
until the end of April, then this provides an estimate of the
TTR. Evidently, TTR is scenario dependent, but this exercise
allows the supply chain to identify what is likely to happen
in each scenario.

The second concept is risk exposure, an assessment of
exposure to risk based on a model that applies suppliers’
TTR to estimate the performance impact, including
operational (lost production) and financial (lost revenue and
profit). By combining suppliers’ TTR information with the
details of the supply chain, including a product’s bill of
materials, volume, and profit margins by product line and
pipeline inventory, the method identifies the risk exposure
associated with a disruption in each site of the network.
This is done by simulating (and optimizing) the company’s
response to a disruption at a specific site for the duration of
TTR.

In this process, the model allocates available resources
during TTR to minimize losses and identifies how much
logistics capacity the supply chain needs in order to move
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inventory and components so that they are available at the
right time and location. One outcome from such a model is
knowing how long the company needs to shut down its own
plants and when to restart building up capacity again.

This model has been used by Ford since 2013. It was initially
developed to help companies identify risk mitigation
strategies — in particular, to pinpoint the weak links in the
supply chain. Interestingly, Ford has already applied the
model in recovery operations to identify an effective way to
allocate resources after a disruption.

The current pandemic, however, raises another challenge,
that of blocking supply chain risk mitigation — that is,
downstream supply chain facilities may stop upstream
suppliers from delivering product to them. Indeed, although
China manufacturing is recovering, it now faces a massive
problem of dramatic decline in demand due to the shutdown
in major markets. Specifically, Chinese manufacturers are
faced with a second shock wave associated with canceled or
delayed orders from all over the world.

Of course, there are numerous case studies describing how
companies have recovered from a disaster like the 2011
tsunami in Japan or the 2011 flood in Thailand. But now we
are facing a more severe challenge because of the pandemic’s
prolonged impact on the economy in general and supply
chains in particular.

Following this approach, I suggest five steps that supply
chain executives should take to develop an effective recovery
plan for their business.

• SSttep 1:ep 1: Identify suppliers in affected regions and estimate

TTR by scenario.

• SSttep 2:ep 2: For each scenario, estimate demand and assess

which products and assembly facilities will be affected by

these suppliers and for how long.

• SSttep 3:ep 3: Use the insight from the previous step to determine

when and for how long you should shut down, or

significantly reduce, manufacturing activities.

• SSttep 4:ep 4: Determine how to ramp up capacity by focusing

on sales and operational planning. Allocate the available

capacity and inventory only to products that allow you

to achieve your specific objectives during the recovery

period.

• SSttep 5:ep 5: Book logistics capacity as soon as possible.

The first step emphasizes that it is not enough to focus on
strategic suppliers! As the 2014 article demonstrates, small
suppliers that provide low-cost components may be even
more crucial, as a short supply of certain components might
force production shutdowns. Therefore, this step is really
about supply chain mapping, which requires connecting
with tier-one suppliers and identifying their suppliers and,
if possible, their suppliers’ suppliers. This step needs to be
done immediately. A few technology companies can help
accelerate this process (see, for example, Interos or Resilinc).

This step also requires the team to agree on the various
scenarios to analyze. While I recommend the three possible
scenarios mentioned earlier, you’ll want to consider others,
of course.

The second step requires the company to estimate demand
and assess risk exposure. One way to estimate demand is
to apply statistical forecasting (or machine learning)
techniques and use external data, in particular, recovery
information from South Korea, Hubei, China, and Henan,
China. To assess risk exposure, evaluate each scenario by
applying the risk exposure model described earlier to
understand the impact of disruptions in various regions on
products and assembly facilities. Importantly, the model
helps managers identify which suppliers/regions in the
network create the greatest risk exposure — often
highlighting previously hidden or overlooked areas of high
risk.

The third and fourth steps apply the same (risk exposure)
model to determine the best response to a node, or several
nodes, being disrupted during the TTR duration. In
particular, they allow the company to compare the costs and
benefits of various alternatives for mitigating impact and
hence identify the best allocation of available resources to
finished goods. Specifically, the fourth step suggests which
finished goods to eliminate from your offerings for the time
being and what portfolio of products to focus on right now.
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For example, in the automotive industry, one would expect
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) to focus on
various types of emergency vehicles because government
demand for these vehicles will likely spike while auto sales to
consumers are likely to decline.

If the third, most likely scenario is realized, companies
should benefit from peaks in different regions happening
in different times, since this enables better utilization of
resources. To take advantage of peaks and valleys, the
company will need to run the model on a weekly or monthly
basis to identify how to move capacity around.

In this process, you may want to consider creative solutions
to critical components and suppliers identified in the
analysis. They could include paying more for certain
components from alternative suppliers, financially helping
out small critical suppliers, or using different materials, if
applicable. Alternatively, you may want to share blueprints of
certain critical components with suppliers that can modify
existing tools and machines, enabling production of these
components.

The impact of the analysis described above is a clear plan
that details:

• When and how long supply chain facilities will be down.

• How fast to build capacity.

• Where and how much logistics capacity to reserve.

• What product to focus on.

The implications for consumers of this analysis should be
obvious. Not only will consumers likely face shortages and
longer delivery time for many products, but they will also
face smaller product variety. For industry, the expected
decline in sales and revenue in 2020 will likely force
companies to implement significant cost-cutting measures
everywhere.

In the long term, anticipate a significant supply chain
restructuring. The U.S.-China trade war already motivated
many industries to start the process; the pandemic is likely
to accelerate it. Indeed, fashion retailers will likely move

manufacturing to countries like Vietnam, Cambodia, and
Malaysia. Meanwhile, high-tech companies will move closer
to market demand, turning to Mexico and Brazil to serve
demand in North America and Eastern Europe for the EU.

More importantly, companies need to improve the resiliency
of their supply chains to handle global, not only local,
disruptions by applying some of the concepts discussed and
by achieving visibility into their supply chain and, in
particular, their pipeline inventory.
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